River Road Interceptor  
Prospect, KY

**PROJECT OVERVIEW AND CHALLENGES**

Bradshaw Construction completed 1,133 foot microtunnel of 96 inch steel casing in a single drive for the Metropolitan Sewer District, located just outside of Louisville, KY. The tunnel was a contractor bid alternate design from (6) separate tunnels to (1) cost-effective large, long tunnel. A 42 inch fiberglass sewer and 30 inch PVC force main were installed within the casing and grout backfilled in place. The microtunnel was mined through clays and silts well below the water table as it crossed a major roadway and twice under Harrod’s Creek. Project challenges included unexpected fat clays, floatation prevention beneath Harrod's Creek, site flooding, and underground surveying. The complexities of long microtunnel drives can be overcome with proper planning.